NOVA: Inside Animal Minds
What would it be like to go inside the mind of an animal? In this mini-series, NOVA explores breakthroughs in animal cognition through dogs, birds and dolphins uncovering surprising similarities to — and differences from — the human mind. Airs Sundays, May 4, 11, and 18, 8 p.m.

Happy Director Roko Belic takes viewers on a journey from the swamps of Louisiana to the slums of Kolkata in search of what makes people happy. Combining real life stories and interviews with happiness researchers, Happy explores the secrets behind our most valued emotion. Airs Saturday, May 31, at 9 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.

Treat yourself to some great classic films this month, including Some Like It Hot, Woman of the Year, The Picture of Dorian Gray and Cabaret – Saturdays at 9 p.m.!
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NOVA: Inside Animal Minds What would it be like to go inside the mind of an animal? In this mini-series, NOVA explores breakthroughs in animal cognition through dogs, birds and dolphins uncovering surprising similarities to — and differences from — the human mind. Airs Sundays, May 4, 11, and 18, 8 p.m.
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WUSF firstchoice
National Memorial Day Concert 2014
Joe Mantegna and Gary Sinise co-host the 25th anniversary broadcast of this night of remembrance honoring the service and sacrifice of men and women in uniform, their families at home, and all those who have given their lives for our country. They are joined by an all-star line-up in performance with the National Symphony Orchestra under the direction of conductor Jack Everly.

Airs Monday, May 26, 8 p.m.

Treat yourself to some great classic films this month, including Some Like It Hot, Woman of the Year, The Picture of Dorian Gray and Cabaret — Saturdays at 9 p.m.

50s and 60s Party Songs (My Music) Chubby Checker comes to the My Music stage for the first time to present the biggest dance sensation of all time, the Twist, featuring performances by such greats as Bill Haley, Little Richard, The Kingsmen, and The Shondells. Airs Saturday, May 31, at 8 and 10 p.m. (Encore presentation.)
LearnTheAddress.org.
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partnership with Ken Burns in a nationwide project in

In April, WUSF participated in a nationwide project in partnership with Ken Burns and his documentary, The Address. Our goal was to capture people from the USF community reading the Gettysburg Address. To do this, we set up a photo booth at locations around campus. More than 100 students, faculty and staff participated. To view these videos and get more information on the national project, visit LearnTheAddress.org.

*Programs scheduled are subject to change after printing of this publication.